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ABSTRACT
Mobile ad analytics such as in-view rate and video completion rates remain key measures of 
success for mobile advertisers. These metrics indicate performance in a direct quantifiable 
manner, but advertisers often don’t consider the impact on the consumer experience or the 
advertising effectiveness for other key performance indicators such as brand awareness 
or ad recall. On the small screen, it’s essential that the ad unit isn’t only on-screen but that 
a consumer also interacts with the ad unit in a positive non-disrupting experience. 

BACKGROUND
The mobile ad landscape is evolving along with changing standards and user experiences. 
In part, this is caused by a shift to programmatic advertising—programmatic demand is 
increasing along with more efficient methods for buying programmatic advertising. The 
programmatic buying process, however, has its trade-offs: buyers aren’t considering ad 
quality, ads are becoming more generic, and webpages are becoming cluttered.

Kargo designed a study to be able to determine how users perceive ads within the mobile 
environment and which types of ad units are most effective. Specifically, the study was 
designed to address these questions:

1. What’s the relationship between viewability and advertising effectiveness?
2.  Which mobile ad formats are the most effective without disrupting the user experience?
3.  How can we enhance the mobile user experience while delivering the best value to both 

advertisers and consumers?
4. What can we do to make existing non-mobile assets work in a mobile environment?



METHODOLOGY
Kargo partnered with neuroscience firm MediaScience to research the impact and 
effectiveness of various mobile ad formats. In MediaScience’s neuroscience labs, participants 
were connected to eye tracking and biometric recording devices and asked to read mobile 
editorial content pages on a smartphone. Participants were assigned to specific sequences 
of content rotations to measure the discrete effect of each ad unit. 

A mixed experimental design was utilized to ensure that all nine ad formats were equally 
represented by all brands, while also controlling for potential order effects. Eye tracking, 
biometrics (electrodermal activity, inter-beat intervals), and post-exposure survey tools were 
used within the lab.

TESTING/ANALYSIS SUMMARY

SAMPLE: 218 participants who consume news content

DEVICES: Smartphones (iOS, Android)

CONTENT: Five mobile editorial articles

AD FORMATS: 
A. Display: Industry Baseline 1 (320x50)
B. Display: Industry Baseline 2 (300x250)
C. Animated: Key Art
D. Animated: Venti
E. Video: Video Anchor (10s)
F. Video: Viewstream Square (6s)
G. Video: Viewstream Horizontal (6s)
H. Video: Viewstream Branded Canvas (6s)
I. Video: Viewstream Vertical (Venti)

All ad units were optimized by Kargo to represent ideal format specifications. 

ADVERTISER VERTICALS: Finance, CPG, Home décor, Retail (Optical), Travel

ANALYSIS: Findings are based on 95% statistical significance

3Letter indicates statistically significant difference at 95% confidence level. 

VIDEO UNITS

Advertiser-created video 
optimized in units of various sizes

ANIMATED UNITS

Kargo-customized animated 
units made enhanced with high
quality slight animation

STANDARD UNITS

Small standard-sized units of 
300x50 or 300x250
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FIXATIONS 
(# OF TIMES): 
The number of times a 
participant looked at 
different points of the ad unit.

ON-SCREEN 
TIME (SECONDS): 
The total time that the ad unit 
was visible to the participant 
on the device.

% LOOKED:  
Composition of participants 
who looked at the video ad unit.

TIME LOOKED 
(SECONDS): 
The total time a participant 
looked at an ad, averaged 
across participants.

FINDINGS SUMMARY
VISUAL ATTENTION

Standard on-screen viewability metrics can indicate if an ad unit was on-screen but don’t 
tell us if the unit is viewed by the user. Eye tracking is used to confirm if an ad unit captures 
visual attention—a requisite to advertising effectiveness. Mobile ad formats and contextual 
environments can easily play a role in capturing visual attention, which in turn can influence 
subsequent effects such as cognitive attention and memory.

In this study, eye tracking tools captured data indicating which participants’ eyes focused on 
ad units, how long they focused, and how many times they looked back at the units.

FOLLOW UP LOOKS: 
The number of times a 
participant looked away and 
then back at an ad after the 
first look.
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BIOMETRICS
Biometric tools are used to measure the implicit response when participants when exposed 
to a stimulus. In this case, biometrics were used to measure the reaction to each of the ad 
units as users encountered them on the page. 

STANDARD [A] 5.6%0.144

ANIMATED [B] 4.7%0.131

VIDEO [C] 7.1%B0.180

ELECTRODERMAL 
ACTIVITY (EDA)

%STRONGLY 
RESPONDING

Most users had no strong biometric response to any of the units. The video units, however, 
produced a response in more users. Among those that exhibited a reaction, the video 
units caused a more intense response, too.

5Letter indicates statistically significant difference at 95% confidence level. 

VIDEO UNITS

>  The video units were on-screen the shortest amount of time—just 5.93 seconds—
barely enough time to play the ad in its entirety

>  Just over half of users looked at the units prior to closing them
>  Time looked, fixations, and revisits were also significantly below the averages of 

standard and animated units

ANIMATED UNITS

>  The animated units were on-screen about half the amount of time as the standard units
>  About three-quarters of users looked at the animated unit—a higher proportion than 

the other unit types
>  The animated units also outperformed the other units in terms of time looked, number 

of fixations, and number of revisits

STANDARD UNITS

>  The standard units achieve the highest amount of on-screen time due to the smaller 
size of the units.

>  About two-thirds of users looked at the units at an average of about 3.4 times
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ATTITUDINAL RESPONSE
BRAND RECALL AND AD RECOGNITION

Brand recall and ad recognition are primary indicators of campaign success—these 
metrics tells us if the branding broke through and users remembered seeing the ad. To 
measure these metrics, we use survey-based data to ask about the brands advertised. 
We ask an open-ended question: “What brands do you remember seeing advertised…?” 
as well as an aided recall question where we provide the full list of brands shown and ask 
which ones they remember seeing. Separately, we re-expose the ad to the user and ask if 
they recognize it.
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AD RECOGNITON 46% 59%A 55%A

The animated units were the more effective at conveying the branding than either the 
standard units or the video units. The video units were just as likely to be recognized as 
the animated units, however.
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The animated and video units were each more well-liked than the standard units. While the 
video units exhibit the most positive characteristics, they also exhibit the most negative units. 
The animated units maintain a balance of positive attributes without a negative response.
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LIKEABILITY AND BRAND ATTRIBUTES
How much consumers like an ad is an important indication of potential effectiveness. 
Separately, the emotional impact—both positive and negative—helps us infer how 
receptive they’ll be to the content.



EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
ART IN ADTECH

The high-quality animated units outperformed standard industry units in visual attention 
and branding impact. Even with less time on-screen, people looked at the units longer and 
absorbed the branding better.

ANIMATED > VIDEO

Animated display units outperform video. Video units stayed on-screen for the least 
amount of time—almost always less time than the length of the ad. While the units were 
rated positively, they were also rated highest negatively and were equally as effective as 
traditional standard units.

VIDEO + CANVAS

If you’re going to use video content, don’t assume the user will be looking at the video unit 
for any length of time. Branding is essential and a branded canvas around the unit should 
always be used to convey the branding.


